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WEST 147TH STREET LLC, WEST 162ND 

124TH STREET PACKAGE LLC, HARLEM I 
LLC, and HARLEM I1 LLC, 

AND ACADEMY STREET LLC, 100-102 EAST 

Intervenors-De fendants. 

Plaintiff Argelt, LLC (“Argelt”), Plaintiff 552-562 Academy Street, LLC ((‘Academy St. 

LLC”), and Plaintiffs-Counterclaim-Defendants Rachel L. Arfa and Alexander Shpigel (the 

latter two collectively, “ArfdShpigel”), for their Verified Second Amended Complaint against 

Defendant-Cross-Claim-Defendant Gadi Zamir, and Defendants Zamir Properties, Inc. (,‘ZPI”), 

Eli Mor, Jacob Perry, and Ilan Calic allege as follows: 

NATURE OF ACTION 

1. This in an action for damages that began as a request for a preliminary injunction 

to remove a fiduciary who was threatening to destroy the parties’ real estate portfolio. As a 

result of this litigation, a proxy contest ensued and, as a result of misrepresentations made by 

Mor, Perry, and Zamir, most of the investors in that real estate portfolio voted to retain Zamir as 

the Manager of their LLCs after a campaign by Zamir, Mor, Perry, and Calic to defame 

ArfdShpigel. In August 2006, the very same investors who voted to retain Zamir, voted to 

remove him for mismanagement and breach of fiduciary duty. The management, maintenance, 

and holding companies that initially serviced the real estate portfolio subsequently were placed 

into a temporary receivership. By December 2006, Zamir was finally removed as the Manager 

of the remaining LLCs after having been held in contempt of Court. 

2. As a result of Zarnir’s misconduct both before and after the proxy contest - fraud, 

breaches of his fiduciary duties, and breaches of his contractual agreements - the value of the 

parties’ real estate portfolio (most of which was sold in August 2006) was a fraction of what it 
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once was and millions of dollars have been embezzled or diverted for improper purposes. 

3. One of Zamir’s motives for his misconduct (in addition to vindictiveness and 

gross incompetence) was simple greed: he believed that, by mismanaging the various entities and 

the properties they own and operated, he would cause the values of those properties to deteriorate 

significantly so that he could sell them at fire sale prices to buyers with whom he is affiliated. In 

consideration for these sweetheart deals, Zamir expected that these buyers would hire his new 

management company to manage the properties. Furthermore, Zamir abused his position as an 

officer and fiduciary by entering into no-bid contracts with a handful of various shady 

contractors without the knowledge or consent of ArfdShpigel. On information and belief, Zamir 

authorized the disbursement of over a million dollars of funds to these shady contractors for 

work to be performed on the properties in the real estate portfolio without the knowledge or 

consent of ArfdShpigel. On information and belief, these shady contractors never performed the 

work that they were engaged to perform and instead cashed the checks they received from Zamir 

at a suspect check casher in Williamsburg. On information and belief, some of the funds that 

were washed through the check casher in Williamsburg by these shady contractors were kicked 

back to Zamir without the knowledge or consent of ArfdShpigel. On information and belief, 

some of these shady transactions were carried out while Mor was purportedly supervising Zamir. 

4. ArfdShpigel (through their holding company, Argelt) are the majority members 

of various entities that invested in real estate partnerships that owned and operated residential 

buildings in Manhattan and the Bronx. The purpose of these partnerships was to purchase the 

buildings, renovate them, obtain new renters and then ultimately resell them at a profit. 

Specifically, ArfdShpigel (through Argelt) is the majority owner of Cross-Claim-Defendant 

Harlem Holdings, LLC (“Harlem Holdings”). Harlem Holdings owns or owned a membership 
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interest in various limited liability companies (the “Property LLCs”), which own or owned the 

buildings. 

5 .  Argelt is also the majority owner of Harlem Maintenance, LLC (“HMS”) and 

Cross-Claim-Defendant AmElite Management Services, Inc. (“AMY) (collectively, with 

Harlem Holdings, the “Controlled Entities”). Until recently, AMS and HMS management and 

maintenance services for the various properties owned by the Property LLCs. The Property 

LLCs had contracted with AMS to operate the buildings until they could be resold. AMs, in 

turn, contracted with HMS to renovate the buildings and repair the buildings until they could be 

resold. Zamir (through ZPI) is also a minority owner of HMS and AMS. More importantly, 

until recently he was the person who had been retained by ArfdShpigel to operate and manage 

HMS and AMs, and thus to operate and manage the various buildings. 

6. The key to the success of the Property LLCs was the proper functioning of AMS 

and HMS. It took a substantial amount of money and time to renovate the buildings and then to 

resell them. The only way the partnerships could remain financially viable during this transition 

period was for HMS and AMS to obtain the most efficient contractors, renovate the apartments 

as quickly as possible, and for AMS to obtain new renters to provide cash to maintain the 

buildings until they could be sold. 

7. Despite his minority status, Zamir envisioned himself taking over the entire real 

estate portfolio. His strategy to achieve this goal, however, was to drive the businesses into 

insolvency, so that he and a group of investors affiliated with him (including Mor and Perry) 

could purchase the properties at a fire sale from ArfdShpigel and the other investors. At the 

same time, on information and belief, he participated in a secret bid-rigging and kickback 

scheme that diverted millions of dollars from the real estate portfolio. 
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8.  Following the acquisition of a portfolio containing thirteen properties (most of 

which closed in April 2005), ArfdShpigel determined that, given the rapid growth of the 

portfolio being managed by AMS and HMS should be reorganized to incorporate additional 

professionals and infrastructure to institutionalize the business. Zamir objected and 

disagreements with ArfdShpigel ensued. 

9. Normally, ArfdShpigel, as majority owners, of the Controlled Entities, could 

have fired Zamir as the Manager of HMS and AMS and excluded him from the management of 

Harlem Holdings. Unfortunately, Zamir previously extorted from ArfdShpigel the contractual 

right to veto any of their actions. More specifically, in June of 2005, Zamir refused to perform 

any work for the properties unless the parties entered into an agreement that provided him with a 

50% vote with respect to each of the Controlled Entities. Zamir told ArfdShpigel that, if they 

gave into this demand, he would return to work and cause the various entities to function 

economically again. Initially, Zamir did return t o  work and appeared to be cooperating with 

ArfdShpigel during July and August 2005. Instead, this was merely a step in his scheme to steal 

these companies, and Zarnir has continued on his destructive path. Zamir expressly admitted to 

ArfdShpigel that his motivation for his extortion scheme against them was to destroy the value 

of the Controlled Entities’ business so that he could purchase the assets at fire sale prices once 

the business had been ruined. 

10. Early this year, on information and belief, one of the investors who sided with 

Zamir in the proxy contest over who would mange the Property LLCs identified a buyer for the 

buildings being managed by Zamir. In August 2006, this buyer purchased all the buildings 

owned by the Property LLCs being managed by Mr. Zamir, except for 2000 Davidson Avenue, 

LLC (“Davidson Ave. LLC”). 
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1 1. Zamir’s plan came to light in September 2005 and came to a crescendo in late 

Septembdearly October 2005, when he emptied out the Controlled Entities’ bank accounts in 

order to manufacture a financial crisis. Based on this absence of funds that he had procured, 

Zamir threatened to terminate all the Controlled Entities’ personnel, to trigger defaults on all the 

mortgages collateralized by the Controlled Entities’ real estate holdings, and to notify the 

investors in the Controlled Entities’ real estate holdings of these threatened activities. Zamir 

compounded this financial crisis by refusing, at that time, to allow the Property LLCs to sell or 

refinance 17 buildings that had been substantially renovated and could have been sold fairly 

. 

quickly. The sales of these buildings would have generated several millions of dollars that 

would have helped to keep the Controlled Entities and Property LLCs solvent. In November 

2005, this Court decided to place the Controlled Entities into temporary receiverships, and in 

-. . 

a 

. . - .. 

November and December 2005, with the consent of the investors who had voted for him in a 

proxy contest held in October 2005, Zamir transitioned the management of most of these 

buildings to a new management company that he established for this purpose. Subsequently, in 

August 2006, most of these buildings were sold, and in October 2006, this Court ordered Zamir 

to return $1.3 million in funds that he secretly converted horn the bank accounts of six of the 

Property LLC. When he refused to do so, he was held in contempt. 

PARTIES 

12. Plaintiffs-Counterclaim-Defendants ArfdShpigel are New York City residents 

and the beneficial majority owners and managers of the Controlled Entities, which own or owned 

interests in and operated twenty-seven residential, multi-dwelling buildings in New York City. 

13. Prior to going into the real estate business, ArfdShpigel were experienced 

professionals. In the course of her distinguished career, Ms. Arfa served as an attorney with the 
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Securities and Exchange Commission, practiced law for more than a dozen years as a partner at 

the law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shiver & Jacobson, and served as a Board member and 

Chief Legal Officer of Chancellor Capital LGT Asset Management. After serving as an officer 

in the Israeli Navy, Mr. Shpigel worked for twenty years in the real estate business. In addition 

to being principal in his own real estate brokerage firm, Mr. Shpigel has served as a consultant to 

Israel’s largest pension fund, to prominent Israeli businessmen and former high-ranking Israeli 

government officials who were interested in investing in the American real estate market. 

14. Plaintiff Argelt is a New York limited liability company of which ArfdShpigel 

are the only members. Argelt is the vehicle through which ArfdShpigel own their interest in the 

Controlled Entities. 

15. Plaintiff Academy St. LLC is a New York limited liability company that owns a 

multi-dwelling residential property located at 552-562 Academy Street in New York, New York. 

I-Iarlem Holdings was a member of Academy St. LLC. Prior to the commencement of this 

litigation, the Managers of Academy St. LLC were Mr. Shpigel, Zarnir, and Harlem Holdings. 

After the commencement of this litigation, as a result of a private U.C.C. foreclosure sale 

conducted pursuant to an order of this Court, the 100% of the membership interests in Academy 

St. LLC were sold to an affiliate of Argelt. The new owner of Academy St. LLC removed 

Harlem Holdings and Zarnir as the Managers of Academy St. LLC. 

16. Cross-Claim-Defendant Harlem Holdings is a Delaware limited liability company 

of which 60% of the equity is owned by Argelt (the vehicle owned by ArfdShpigel) and 40% of 

the equity is owned by ZPI (the vehicle owned by Zamir). Harlem Holdings in turn is or was a 

member of the Property LLCs that owned the 27 residential, multi-dwelling buildings in New 

York City. Harlem Holdings was thus the means through which ArfdShpigel, Argelt, Zamir and 
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ZPI, initially owned their interest in the 27 buildings. As discussed below, in June 2005, 

ArfdShpigel and Zamir caused Harlem Holdings to assign these interests to Argelt (60%) and 

ZPI (40%). And, since the commencement of this litigation, a temporary receiver was appointed 

over Harlem Holdings. 

17. DefendantKross-Claim-Defendant’ Zamir is an Israeli citizen who beneficially 

owns a 40% interest in the Controlled Entities through defendant ZPI, a New York subchapter S 

corporation. Unlike Mr. Shpigel and Ms. Arfa, Zamir is a relative newcomer to the business 

world. Mr. Shpigel had developed a social relationship with Mr. Zamir’s family before he and 

ArfdShpigel agreed to go into the real estate business together. 

18. On information and belief, Defendant Mor is an Israeli citizen who resides in 

Israel. Mor is the former CEO of Cellcom, the exclusive representative of Nokia in Israel. 

19. On information and belief, Defendant Perry is an Israeli citizen who resides in 

Israel. Perry is the Chairman of Mizrahi Bank and sits on the boards of several privately held 

and publicly held companies. 

20. On information and belief, Defendant Calic is an Israeli citizen who resides in 

Israel. 

2 1. Each of Intervenors-Defendants/Counterclaimants/Cross-Claimants Harlem I, 

LLC, Harlem 11, LLC, 522-536 West 147th Street LLC (“147th St. LLC”), 546-552 West 146th 

Street LLC (“146th St. LLC”), 100-102 East 124th Street Package, LLC (“124th St. LLC”), 

West 162nd Street and Academy Street, LLC (“162nd St. LLC),” and Davidson Ave. LLC is a 

New York limited liability company that (except for Davidson Ave. LLC) (collectively, 

“Intervenor Property LLCs”), until August 2006, owned multi-dwelling residential buildings in 

New York, New York. Harlem Holdings was or is a member of each of these LLCs. Other 
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investors from Israel (most of who are friends or relatives of Perry or Mor) beneficially own the 

remaining interests in each of these entities. Before the commencement of this litigation, the 

Managers of each Intervenor Property LLC were Mr. Shpigel, Zamir, and Harlem Holdings. 

After the commencement of this litigation, the requisite number of members of each Intervenor 

Property LLC removed Mr. Shpigel and Harlem Holdings as the Managers of each Intervenor 

Property LLC, thereby leaving Zamir as the sole Manager of each LLC. In August, 2006, the 

requisite number of members of each Intervenor Property LLC voted to remove Mr. Zamir as the 

Manager of each Intervenor Property LLC and to replace him with a limited liability company 

owned and controlled by Calic. In December 2006, this Court removed Zamir as the Manager of 

the Intervenor Property LLCs after holding him in contempt. 

THE CONTROLLED ENTITIES AND THE OTHER PROPERTY LLCS 

22. Cross-Claim-Defendant AMS is a New York corporation, of which Argelt owns 

60% of the equity and ZPI owns 40%. AMS is a real estate management company that initially 

contracted with each of the Property LLCs to operate and manage the 27 residential buildings. 

Zamir is an officer of AMS and was tasked with operating AMS and thus managed the buildings. 

As discussed below, since the commencement of this litigation, the Properry LLCs terminated 

their relationships with AMs, and a temporary receiver was appointed over AMs. 

23. HMS is a New York limited liability company of which Argelt owns 60% of the 

equity and ZPI owns 40%. Like AMs, HMS is a real estate management company. AMS 

initially contracted with HMS to maintain each of the 27 buildings at issue in this case. Zamir is 

an officer of HMS and was tasked with operating that company and thus maintaining the 

buildings. As discussed below, since the commencement of this litigation, the Property LLCs 

terminated their relationships with HMS, and a temporary receiver was appointed over HMS. 
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24. Each of the non-party Property LLCs - 304 West 15 1 st Street, LLC, (“15 1 st St. 

LLC”), 525 West 158th St. LLC (“158th St. LLC”), 571-573 West 159th Street, LLC, ((‘159th 

St. LLC”), and 522 West 161st Street LLC (“161st St. LLC”)’ -- is a New York limited liability 

company that owned or owns one or more multi-dwelling residential properties in Manhattan or 

the Bronx. Harlem Holdings was or is a member in each of these LLCs. Other investors from 

Israel own the remaining interests in each of these entities. 

25. Before the commencement of this litigation, the Managers of each of 15 1 st St. 

LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC were Mr. Shpigel, Zamir, and Harlem Holdings. After 

the commencement of this litigation, the requisite number of members of each of 15 1 st St. LLC, 

159th St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC removed Zamir and Harlem Holdings as the Managers of each 

of these LLCs, thereby leaving Mr. Shpigel as the sole Manager of each of these LLCs. 

Subsequent to the commencement of this action, 159th St. LLC and 161 st St. LLC sold their 

properties. 

26. Prior to the commencement of this litigation, the Managers of 158th St. LLC were 

Mr. Shpigel, Zamir, and Harlem Holdings. After the commencement of this litigation, as a result 

of a private U.C.C. foreclosure sale conducted pursuant to an order of this Court, the 100% of the 

membership interests in 158th St. LLC were sold to an affiliate of Argelt. The new owner of 

Academy St. LLC removed Harlem Holdings and Zamir as the Managers of 158th St. LLC, 

thereby leaving Mr. Shpigel as the sole Manager of 158th St. LLC. Subsequent to the 

commencement of this action, 158th St. LLC sold its properties. 

After the commencement of this litigation, the parties’ equity in the three remaining non-party Property LLCS - I 

HV 11, LLC, HV 111, LLC, and 532-536 West 143rd Street, LLC -were sold to other investors. 
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BACKGROUND 

A. Zamir’s Role in the Business Plan of the Controlled Entities 

27. The business plan for the parties’ enterprise was relatively straight forward: (a) 

identify multi-dwelling residential buildings that could be renovated at an appropriate cost; (b) 

raise capital from investors (most of whom were wealthy Israeli business people or former Israeli 

government officials); (c) acquire buildings; (d) manage, repair, and maintain the acquired 

buildings to increase their market values; and (e) refinance and/or sell the buildings in order to 

realize a prof:t for the investors and themselves. 

28. Zamir was responsible for identifying the properties to be acquired. Mr. Shpigel 

was responsible for cultivating investors and raising capital from them to acquire the properties. 

29. Once a building or buildings was identified and the capital was raised, the 

investors would form a limited liability company (ix., one of the Property LLCs) to purchase the 

building(s). Harlem Holdings would represent the shares of Ms. Arfa, Mr. Shpigel, Argelt, ZPI, 

and Zamir in each of the limited liability companies. The other investors would own shares in 

these LLCs through their own investment vehicles. 

30. After the Property LLCs acquired the buildings, they would contract with AMS to 

manage them. In turn, AMS would contract with HMS to provide maintenance and directly or 

through third parties, renovation services. HMS provided or arranged for most repair and 

maintenance services as well as the renovations of the buildings and the apartments. HMS 

would acquire the necessary supplies and engage subcontractors (collectively, Vendors”) as 

needed to perform the required repairs and renovations. HMS would pay the Vendors and then 

invoice the Property LLCs (via the Sub-Managers discussed below) for services rendered and the 

supplies purchased, which included a mark-up. 
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3 1. The property management and related services of the Controlled Entities were 

organized so as to completely separate (i) the oversight of the buildings, including the 

management of building staff, arranging for repair and maintenance services and building and 

apartment renovations, supervising landlord/tenant litigation, and approving new tenants and rent 

I increases (collectively, “Field Operations and Upside Services”) from (ii) the billing and 

collection of rents, approval of invoices and issuance of checks, filing of DHCRs, preparation of 

certain tax reports, preparation and distribution of certain tenant notices, receiving and 

processing tenant complaints for forwarding to field personnel and the keeping and maintenance 

of the books and records, including the general ledgers and all management reports on a 

monthly, quarterly and annual basis, for each of the Property LLCs (collectively, 

“Administrative Services”). 

32. All Field Operations and Upside Services were handled by the Controlled 

Entities. AMS subcontracted, at its expense, all Administrative Services to unaffiliated 

management companies (“Sub-Managers”) with the requisite experience, staffing and accounting 

personnel necessary to provide such services. AMS charged each Property LLC a management 

fee equal to 6% of the gross monthly rent rolls. The Sub-Managers for Harlem I LLC, Harlem I1 

LLC, Davidson Ave. LLC, 151st St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC was Wavecrest Management 

Team, the Sub-Manager for 146th St. LLC and 147th St. LLC was the Alpert Group, and the 

Sub-Manager for 124th St. LLC, 162d St. LLC, 158th St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and Academy St. 

LLC was GFI Management Services. In each case, the Sub-Manager (which was a registered 

real estate broker) handled all billing and collections and issued all payments to vendors 

including the Controlled Entities. With respect to services provided by the Controlled Entities to 

the Property LLCs, the Controlled Entities would issue and invoice to the appropriate Sub- 
00048266. doc 12 
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Manager, which would ultimately issue payment. 

33. To the extent that there were insufficient funds in the Property LLCs to pay the 

invoices, HMS in the ordinary course of business would continue to pay the Vendors and the 

amounts due HMS from the Property LLCs would be recorded on HMS’s books as open 

receivables due to HMS from the Property LLCs. The invoices were delivered to the Sub- 

Managers, which would have reflected partial payments against these invoices if and when made 

by the Sub-Manager to HMS in the records maintained by the Sub-Manager for the Property 

LLC. In other words, HMS’ records would reflect its obligations to Vendors in respect of the 

services it was providing to or arranging for the Property LLCs and invoices issued to the 

Property LLCs. The back up information regarding the repairs and renovations made to the 

buildings and the apartments was kept in voluminous files in the 46th St. Office rented by the 

Controlled Entities. The records reflecting amounts invoiced and the payments made were in the 

records provided to us by the Sub-Managers. 

34. Thus, this structure was designed to insure that the unaffiliated Sub-Managers 

managed the bank accounts (operating accounts and security deposit accounts) of each of the 

Property LLCs. In addition, tax returns and, for some periods, financial statements, for the 

Property LLCs were in each case compiled and prepared by independent accounting firms. The 

independent accountants would meet with both the Controlled Entities and the Sub-Managers to 

secure the necessary information to prepare such returns and reports. 

35. HMS and AMS Management were thus essential to the whole enterprise. The 

purpose of these entities was to renovate vacant apartments, and then rent the renovated 

apartments to new tenants at higher rates. Because the buildings were operated on a very tight 

budget (in order to limit additional capital calls from the investors), they depended on the 
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additional higher rents for revenue and on internal funds from HMS and AMs. The profit that 

would be realized from these transactions was when the buildings were ready to be sold or 

refinanced. 

36. From 2002 to date, Zarnir has been an officer of HMS and AMS and was tasked 

with operating those companies, which means he was the one responsible for managing, 

renovating, and acquiring purchasers for the buildings. Thus, the solvency of the entire 

enterprise depended on his fulfilling his fiduciary duties to the Controlled Entities and the 

Property LLCs. 

37. For most of the year preceding October 2005, Zamir acted in bad faith in 

derogation of his fiduciary responsibilities. At some point in this period, Zamir hashed an 

unlawful scheme: he determined that he would force out ArfdShpigel by causing the companies 

to become insolvent, and thus, he would be able to acquire the interest of ArfdShpigel at fire 

sale prices. In addition, Zamir abused his fiduciary positions at HMS by conspiring with a 

handful of shady contractors secretly to disburse over a million dollars in HMS funds for the 

purpose of repairing and renovating properties owned by the Property LLCs but keeping the 

funds for themselves instead of making those repairs and renovations. 

B. The Academy Street Fraud 

38. One of Zamir’s responsibilities was to identify prospective properties for the 

parties to acquire, perform the due diligence on those properties, and present ArfdShpigel with 

recommendations to acquire properties based on the results of his due diligence. In making their 

decisions about whether to acquire a particular property recommended by Zamir, ArfdShpigel 

relied on the accuracy of due diligence performed by Zamir. 

39. In the fourth quarter of 2004, Mr. Zamir presented ArfdShpigel with a 
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recommendation that the parties acquire a multi-dwelling residential building located at 552-562 

Academy Street in Manhattan (“Academy St.”). In his presentation to ArfdShpigel concerning 

Academy St., Mr. Zamir represented that: (i) Academy St. would be cash flow positive within 

six months of closing; (ii) the cost of renovating the building would be $60,000; and (iii) they 

should anticipate having to renovate only seven of the 76 apartments require renovation and the 

cost of these apartment renovations would be $140,000. In his presentation to ArfdShpigel, Mr. 

Zamir also never disclosed that there was a significant number of building code violations at 

Academy St., vastly in excess of the quantity of violations associated with the buildings the 

parties had purchased before Academy St. Based on Mr. Zamir’s recommendation and the 

representations made by him about the physical condition of Academy St,, ArfdShpigel 

approved the acquisition of Academy St., began looking for outside investors to finance the 

acquisition, and provided prospective investors, including Eldan-Tech. Ltd. (“Eldan”) (a publicly 

traded Israel 

40. 

the physical 

company discussed below), with the due diligence findings presented by him. 

Based on Zamir’s recommendation and the representations made by Zamir about 

:ondition of Academy St., ArfdShpigel approved the acquisition of Academy St., 

began looking for outside investors to finance the acquisition, and provided prospective investors 

(including Eldan-Tech. Ltd. (“Eldan”)) with the due diligence findings presented by Zamir. 

41. The acquisition of Academy St. closed in April 2005. On information and belief, 

between October 2004 and the closing date, Zamir received engineering reports and other 

information that directly contradicted the due diligence report he had previously made to 

ArfdShpigel. For example, an October 4, 2004 engineering report sent to Zamir (which was not 

referenced in his due diligence report to ArfdShpigel and never shared with ArfdShpigel or 

Eldan prior to closing) indicated that there were structural defects and problems with the 
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foundation that would cost $1 50,000 to repair. An updated engineering report (prepared by the 

same engineering firm) dated February 14,2005, and addressed to Zamir (but never shared with 

ArfdShpigel or Eldan prior to closing) listed the following structural defects and costs to repair 

them: (a) south wall defects: repair cost estimated at $575,000; (b) sagging floors and roof: repair 

cost estimate: $875,000. Had these reports been shared with ArfdShpigel, they never would 

have approved the acquisition of Academy St. 

42. Shortly before the closing on the purchase of Academy St., Zamir signed a 

Violations Undertaking with Citibank (the mortgagee of Academy St.) in which he committed to 

correcting several hundred violations listed and attached to the title insurance policy within one 

year of the closing date. The Citibank Violations Undertaking also provided that the failure to 

correct thcsc violations within the time specified would constitute an event of default under the 

Citibank mortgage. 

43. Prior to closing, Zamir never informed ArfdShpigel of the violations that were 

the subject of the Citibank Violations Undertaking. If ArfdShpigel had been so informed, they 

would not have authorized the closing on the Academy St. transaction. Moreover, Zamir never 

informed ArfdShpigel of the Citibank Violations Undertaking, and they never authorized him to 

sign this agreement on behalf of Academy St. LLC. If ArfdShpigel had known about the 

Citibank Violations Undertaking, they would not have authorized Zamir to sign it on behalf of 

Academy St. LLC. 

44. Prior to closing, Zamir never informed ArfdShpigel of the Citibank Violations 

Undertaking, and they never authorized him to sign this agreement on behalf of Academy St. 

LLC. If ArfdShpigel had known about the Citibank Violations Undertaking, they would not 

have authorized Zamir to sign it on behalf of Academy St. LLC. 
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45. ArfdShpigel did not discover the true condition of Academy St. until the summer 

of 2005, when press reports began appearing about the terrible physical condition of Academy 

St., protests from tenants’ groups, and Zamir’s failure to remedy the physical condition of 

Academy St. When they requested that Zamir provide them with information about the physical 

condition of Academy St., he refused. 

46. On several occasions, ArfdShpigel demanded that they and Zamir use the 

proceeds from the sales or refinancing of other properties in their real estate portfolio to fund the 

Academy St. repairs and renovations. Zamir refused pursuant to the veto given to him by the 

Governance Agreement, 

47. In September 2005, over ArfdShpigel’s express objections to Zamir and counsel 

for the Controlled Entities, Zamir entered into certain Volunteer Repair Agreements with the 

New York City Department of Housing Preservation and Development on behalf of Academy St. 

LLC and certain of the other Property LLCs (“VRAs”), in which he obligated these Property 

LLCs to cure certain building code violations by certain deadlines. 

C. The Eldan Loan 

48. There were no outside investors in the Academy St. LLC and 15SLh St. LLC 

properties. Most of the cash that was used to purchase these properties was provided by Eldan, a 

public company in Israel. In April 2005, Eldan provided $3.1 million in mezzanine financing to 

1 5Xth St. LLC and Academy St. LLC in the form of a convertible loan (“Eldan Loan”). The 

Eldan Loan was secured by UCC-1 pledges to Eldan of the equity owned by Harlem Holdings in 

1 58th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC. The Eldan Loan was further secured by a personal 

guaranty executed by Mor in favor of Eldan. Mor’s guaranty, in turn, was secured by a back-to- 

back guaranty executed by Mr. Shpigel in favor of Mor and by a back-to-back indemnity 
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executed by Harlem Holdings in favor of Mor and Mr. Shpigel. 

49. The Eldan Loan documents provide that the term of the loan would be for three 

years but that, during the first six months of the loan, Eldan could demand full repayment of the 

loan at any time and for any reason. In the event that Eldan exercised this option, the loan 

documents provided for the payment to Eldan of $200,000 in liquidated damages. 

50. Instead of converting the Eldan Loan into equity, in July 2005, Eldan exercised its 

option to call the loan and demanded the full payment be made no later than October 9, 2005. 

On information and belief, Eldan decided to demand full repayment of the loan, in part, because 

Zamir refused requests from Eldan officials to meet with them to discuss the condition of 

Academy St. 

5 1. In October 2005, in consideration of ArfdShpigel’s paying Eldan $350,000 on 

behalf of Academy St. LLC and 1 5Sth St. LLC (“$350K Eldan Payment”),2 Eldan agreed to 

extend the repayment date of the Eldan Loan until December 3 1 , 2005. 

52. In December 2005, Eldan agreed to extend the repayment date of the Eldan Loan 

until March 3 1,2005 (provided that Eldan received at least $1.5 million in its account on or 

before March 15,2006). Eldan did so in consideration of ArfdShpigel’s paying Eldan $150,000 

on behalf of Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC (“$150K Eldan Payment”), Mr. Shpigel 

executing a $3.1 million personal guaranty in favor of Eldan (“Shpigel-Eldan Guaranty”), and 

Argelt and ZPI filing UCC-1 pledges in favor of Eldan of Argelt’s interests in certain of the other 

Property LLCs. Eldan also did so in reliance upon Zamir representing that he had identified a 

purchaser for Academy St. and 158th St. On or about December 19,2005, Argelt and ZPI 

The $350,000 payment was for the $200,000 in liquidated damages that Eldan was entitled to receive and a 
prepayment of one quarter of interest on the loan. 
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executed pledges of their respective membership interests in the other Property LLCs, 

ArfdShpigel paid Eldan an additional $150,000, and Mr. Shpigel executed the Shpigel-Eldan 

Guaranty 

53.  The March 3 1, 2005 extension date was not selected arbitrarily. Rather, it was 

selected based on representations made by Zamir to Eldan that he had identified a prospective 

buyer for 158th St. and Academy St., that he expected a sales contract to be signed by January 

15,2006, that he expected a closing to take place by March 3 1,2006, and that the proceeds from 

this sale would be sufficient to pay down all or substantially all of the Eldan Loan. In fact, there 

was no serious offer made to purchase the properties; rather, Mr. Zamir had contrived with Mr. 

Mor to secure Eldan’s assistance in gaining control of the property and squeezing out 

ArfdShpigel while leaving Mr. Shpigel on the hook for the entire loan amount. As discussed 

below, this effort failed when Eldan determined that it was in its best interest (and to protect the 

value of the properties that served as collateral for its loan) to wrest control of the property from 

Mr. Zarnir and have ArfdShpigel manage the property 

54. In making the $350K Eldan Payment, the $150K Eldan Payment, and executing 

the Shpigel-Eldan Guaranty, ArfdShpigel were relying on, among other things, their rights under 

the Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC operating agreements to seek indemnification for these 

payments and obligations from Academy St. LLC, 158th St. LLC, Zamir, and ZPI. Specifically, 

Section 5.5(b) of those agreements provides, in relevant part: 

To the extent that, in order to secure financing to acquire, improve or refinance the 
Property or any building, if applicable, one or more of the Managers, Members . . . or any 
Affiliate of the foregoing (an “Indemnified Party”) is required to execute a personal 
guaranty or agree to have personal or recourse liability of any obligations of the 
Company arising out of or in connection with such financing (a “Recourse Obligation”), 
the Company shall indemnify such Indemnified Party and hold each such Indemnified 
Party harmless to the extent of any claim, liability, cost or expense (a “Guarantee Claim”) 
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as and when incurred in connection with or arising out of such Recourse Obligation. 
Such Indemnified Party shall be entitled to apply any Company assets to fulfill this 
indemnification obligation. 

5 5 .  Section 5.5(c) provides, in relevant part: “TO the extent that the Company’s assets 

are insufficient to satisfy any Guarantee Claim of an Indemnified Party under Section S.S(b) 

above, each Member agrees to indemnify such Indemnified Party and hold each such 

Indemnified Party harmless as to their respective Percentage Interest of any Guarantee Claim.” 

56. In a letter dated April 26, 2006, the undersigned counsel for ArfdShpigel wrote to 

counsel for ZPI and Zamir demanding indemnification for the $350K Eldan Payment and the 

$150K Eldan Payment in light of the fact that the assets of 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC 

were insufficient to satisfy these payments by ArfdShpigel. By letter dated May 1 1,2006, 

counsel for ZPI and Zamir rejected ArfdShpigel’s demand far indemnification. 

D. The Governance Agreement 

57. When the parties started their real estate business, Zamir undertook to spend most 

of his time working out in the field at the buildings and overseeing the HMS operations. Mr. 

Shpigel had hired other experienced professionals to staff the property management side of the 

business, such as collecting the rents and keeping the books. 

5 8 .  Zamir was not satisfied with his limited responsibilities. He did not wish to work 

in the field and instead wanted to spend his time either at the office or going out to lunch and 

showing everyone what a big wheel he was in the real estate business. Consequently, Mr. Zamir 

alienated and harassed all the professionals hired to work on the property management side of 

the business and insisted that he be allowed to run this part of the business in addition to his 

maintenance responsibilities. When Mr. Shpigel first balked at this request, Zamir threatened to 

pull all the maintenance staff out of the buildings and jeopardize the health and safety of the 
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tenants. To prevent Mr. Zamir from making good on his threat, Mr. Shpigel relented. Zamir 

then proceeded to hire his friends and family to work on the office staff. 

59. As the parties’ real estate portfolio grew larger, Ms. Arfa started coming into the 

Controlled Entities’ office on a more regular basis. Out of our concern for the tenants and the 

investors, ArfdShpigel began to take a more active role in the management of the Controlled 

Entities and to use their authority as 60% owners and 66% Managers to keep Zamir on a tight 

leash. Zamir’s reaction was to engage in work stoppages and slow downs. In April 2005, Zamir 

returned to Israel and told ArfdShpigel that he would not operate the buildings unless he was 

given a 50% voting right in each of the Controlled Entities - Harlem Holdings, HMS and AMS - 

despite the fact that he owned only 40% of the equity in each of those companies. On several 

occasions, Zamir told ArfdShpigel that, if they acceded to his demand, he would return to work 

and work with them in good faith. Although they could have fired him, ArfdShpigel were 

anxious to avoid a bitter intercine battle with a 40% owner in each of the entities and to cause 

upheaval among the other investors in the Property LLCs. If ArfdShpigel refused, Zamir also 

threatened to send all the maintenance personnel home and abandon the buildings. To 

demonstrate his willingness to make good on these threats, Zamir stopped letting the units in the 

buildings and put at risk the revenues from the rental rolls that were required to fund the 

business’ operations. 

60. To appease Zamir and prevent him from destroying the value of the real estate 

portfolio, ArfdShpigel thus reluctantly agreed to his demand that they execute a shareholders’ 

governance agreement (the “Governance Agreement”). Throughout May 2005, Mr. Shpigel and 

Zamir negotiated the terms of the Governance Agreement. During this time, Perry, Calk, and 

Mor attended several meetings with Mr. Shpigel and Zamir. Mor and Perry were extremely 
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supportive of Zamir during these meetings. Indeed, ArfdShpigel decided to sign the 

Governance Agreement in large part because of Mor and Perry’s support for Zamir. Thus, once 

the Governance Agreement was signed, ArfdShpigel believed that they had put their problems 

with Zamir behind them and that Zamir would be working in good faith to execute on the 

parties’ business plan. 

61. The effective date of the Governance Agreement is June 9,2005. The parties to 

the Governance Agreement are ArfdShpigel, Zamir, Argelt, ZPI (and any other entities through 

which Zamir holds his interest in the Controlled Entities), Harlem Holdings, AMS, HMS, and 

AmElite Group, LLC. The Governance Agreement purports to govern the management of the 

Controlled Entities, which are defined as Harlem Holdings, AMS, HMS, and AmElite Group, 

LLC, but not the Property LLCs, which are listed on Exhibit A to the Agreement. 

62. The most significant provision (Section 2) of the Governance Agreement requires 

Zamir’s consent to virtually “all decisions relating to the management of the Controlled 

Entities.” The effect of Section 2 was that Zamir had a veto over every major decision with 

respect to Harlem Holdings, AMs, and HMS. More particularly, this meant that unless Zamir 

consented, ArfdShpigel could not remove Zamir from his management role in any of the 

Controlled Entities. 

63. Other relevant provisions of the Governance Agreement are as follows: 

a) Section 3 provides that (i) Zamir and (ii) Ms. Arfa or Mr. Shpigel had to 

authorize in writing all transfers of funds from Harlem Holdings and all 

transfers of funds in excess of $25,000 relating to HMS or AMs; 

b) Section 1 1 (a) of the Governance Agreement provides for indemnification 

where any of the “Principals” (defined as Mr. Shpigel, Mr. Zamir, or 
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Rachel Arfa) “has given a personal guaranty or agreed to have personal 

liability with respect to any mortgage loan on any of the properties owned 

by any of the Property [LLCs] where such loan closed prior to [June 9, 

20051 and remains outstanding as of [June 9,20051.” If “the lender under 

any such loan demands payment under any such guaranty or personal 

liability and any of the Principals makes any payment thereon then . . . 

within five ( 5 )  business days thereafter all of the Principals shall cause the 

relevant Property [LLC] and all of the Controlled [Entities] to reimburse 

the Principal who made such payment for such payment to the maximum 

extent of their available funds.” If no such “reimbursement is . . , made 

within such five ( 5 )  business day period, then Zamir or Arfa and Shpigel, 

as the case may be, shall immediately reimburse the other for their pro rata 

share thereof,” with Mr. Zamir being responsible for 40% of the amount 

and Mr. Shpigel and Ms. Arfa being responsible for 60%. 

64. About a week after the Governance Agreement was signed, the parties to that 

Agreement executed an amendment to it that provided, in relevant part (at Section 3(a)), that no 

new personnel could be hired to work for the Controlled Entities without the joint consent of 

Zamir and ArfdShpigel. 

E. The Distribution and Assignment of Harlem Holdings’ Interests in the Promrty 
Ownership Entities 

65. A few days before the effective date of the Governance Agreement, the parties 

executed a second agreement, effective June 6,2005, and captioned “Agreement - Distribution 

of Equity Interests” (“DEI Agreement”). The DEI Agreement was prepared and executed at the 
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insistence of Zamir based upon his unfounded fear that ArfdShpigel would exercise the veto 

granted to them in the Governance Agreement so as to prevent Zamir’s beneficial 40% interest in 

Harlem Holdings’ from being distributed to him upon the closing of a sale or refinancing 

transaction. Thus, the purpose of the DEI Agreement was to “upstream” Zamir’s 40% interest in 

Harlem Holdings to his personal LLC, ZPI, and to upstream ArfdShpigel’s 60% interest in 

Harlem Holdings to their personal LLC, Argelt. 

66. In Section 1 of the DEI Agreement, Harlem Holdings agreed “to assign and 

distribute sixty percent (60%) of its membership interest in the [Property LLCs] to Argelt and 

forty percent (40%) of its membership interest in the [Property LLCs] to ZPI.” Argelt and ZPI, 

in turn, agreed to accept the assignments provided for in Section 1 of the DEI Agreement by 

executing a form of Assignment of Membership Interests that was attached to the DEI 

Agreement as Exhibit B (for Argelt) and Exhibit C (for ZPI). Indeed, shortly after executing the 

DEI Agreement, the parties to that agreement executed an Assignment of Membership Interests 

agreement for Harlem Holdings’ membership interests in each of the respective Property LLCs. 

Finally, ArfdShpigel and Zamir, acting in their capacities as the Managers of Harlem Holdings, 

executed a written consent approving the assignment and distribution of the membership 

interests of Harlem Holdings in the Property LLCs so that 40% of Harlem Holdings’ 

membership interests in the Property LLCs was assigned and distributed to ZPI and 60% of 

Harlem Holdings’ membership interests in the Property LLCs was assigned and distributed to 

Argelt. 

67, When the parties executed the DEI Agreement, they were aware that both the 

various mortgages encumbering the properties owned by the Property LLCs and the various 

operating agrecments of those entities may have required the consents of the mortgagees and/or 
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the members of the Property LLCs before certain ownership interests (i.e., equitable/economic 

interests or legal interests) in those entities could be transferred. Thus, Section 4 of the DEI 

Agreement acknowledged that the assignments proposed in the DEI Agreement might require the 

consents from the mortgagees of the Property LLCs, pursuant to mortgages encumbering the 

properties owned by those entities, or from the members of the Property LLCs, pursuant to the 

operating agreements of those entities. These consents were collectively referred to as 

“Consents.” 

68. Because it could take some time to obtain these Consents, if they could be 

obtained at all, at Zamir’s insistence, Section 5 of the DEI Agreement was added and provides 

that, “until the necessary Consents, if any, are obtained and the assignments of [Harlem 

Holdings’] membership interests in the [Property LLCs] are effective, [Harlem Holdings] is 

holding sixty percent (60%) of the Interests in trust and as nominee for Argelt and that [Harlem 

Holdings] is holding forty percent (40%) of the Interests in trust and as nominee for ZPI.” The 

express language and intent of this provision was that Harlem Holdings was to act as a 

trusteehominee with respect to the assigned interests for which Consents had not yet obtained, 

and that Harlem Holdings was to carry out the instructions of Argelt and ZPI with respect to 

Argelt’s and ZPI’s respective shares of those assigned interests. 

F. Zamir Returns to Work, Two Capital Calls Are Made, and One of Them 
“Disappears” 

69. In June 2005, Zamir returned to work and appeared to be working in good faith to 

execute on the parties’ business plan. The field personnel of the Controlled Entities were 

managing and maintaining the buildings in the parties’ real estate portfolio under Zamir’s 

supervision. Zamir was preparing packages to sell or refinance certain of the properties in the 
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parties’ real estate portfolio, and he was providing financial information to ArfdShpigel for 

capital calls that were scheduled to be made with respect to three of the Property LLCs in July 

2005 -- 159th St. LLC, 124th St. LLC, and 162nd/Academy St. LLC. The purpose of these 

capital calls was to pay HMS to make repairs and renovations to the properties owned by these 

Property LLCs. To minimize friction with Zamir, Ms. Arfa had agreed to Zamir’s request that 

she work remotely from a separate office she maintained. 

70. In July 2005, the scheduled capital calls were made. The funds for these capital 

calls were received from investors in July and August 2005. In late August 2005, ArfdShpigel 

received a financial report from Zamir indicating that the funds received from these capital calls 

to date were still in the respective bank accounts set up for 124th St. LLC and 162ndAcademy 

St. LLC3 

71. In connection with the 124th St. LLC capital call, between about August 2 and 

about September 15,2005, a total amount of approximately $793,000 was received into the 

124th St. LLC operating account maintained by the Sub-Manager (GFI) responsible for servicing 

that Property LLC. Between about August 5 and about October 5,2005, approximately 

$683,000 of these funds was transferred from this operating account to the HMS operating 

account. During September 2005, Mr. Zamir (without the knowledge of consent of 

ArfdShpigel) disbursed approximately $658,000 from the HMS operating account. Indeed, the 

ending cash balance in the HMS account as of October 3 1,2005, was about $18,000. 

72. On information and belief, once HMS began receiving funds from the Property 

LLCs (including the capital call proceeds), Zamir (without the knowledge or consent of 

ArfdShpigel) secretly entered into no-bid contracts with a handful of various shady contractors. 

The investors in 159th St. LLC decided not to fund the capital call for that entity. 
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On information and belief, Zamir secretly authorized the disbursement of over a million dollars 

of HMS funds to these shady contractors for work to be performed on the properties owed by the 

Property LLCs without the knowledge or consent of ArfdShpigel. On information and belief, 

these shady contractors never performed the work that they were engaged to perform and instead 

cashed the HMS checks at a suspect check casher in Williamsburg. On information and belief, 

some of the HMS funds that were washed through the check casher in Williamsburg by these 

shady contractors were kicked back to Zamir without the knowledge or consent of ArfdShpigel. 

As discussed below, all of these financial irregularities occurred when Mr. Mor was in New 

York overseeing Mr. Zamir’s activities. 

G. Zamir Returns to His Old Ways 

73. Beginning in late August and early September 2005, Zamir stopped cooperating 

with ArfdShpigel and started to execute on his plan to destroy the parties’ real estate portfolio so 

that he, Mor, and Perry could buy the assets in the portfolio at fire sale prices. 

74. For example, Zamir intentionally delayed effecting repairs to Academy St. And 

in September 2005, Zamir reneged on an agreement with ArfdShpigel to use the distributions 

they had received from a sale to fund repairs to Academy. 

75. As a result of Zamir’s actions, Academy St. was the subject of an August 22, 

2005 Daily News article identifying Academy as “one of New York’s worst apartment 

buildings.’’ Academy St, has also been the subject of intense scrutiny by New York City 

regulatory officials and tenants’ associations. 

76. Zamir also stopped moving forward with the sale and refinancing of the properties 

in the parties’ real estate proposal, thereby starving the Controlled Entities of the cash they 

needed to manage and operate the portfolio. 
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77. For example, in mid-September 2005, the Controlled Entities received an offer 

from the majority investors in two HUD-regulated Property LLCs, known as HV I1 LLC and HV 

I11 LLC, to purchase the Controlled Entities’ interests in these properties. The funds from this 

purchase could have been used to pay for repairs to other buildings or to fund the day-to-day 

operations of the Controlled Entities. The purchase price agreed upon was $679,545.07 (60% of 

which, or $407,772.04, was to be paid to Argelt), not including about $60,000 of unpaid 

management fees owed to AMs. 

78, On September 21, ArfdShpigel authorized the Controlled Entities’ outside 

counsel to accept the buy-out offer. But Mr. Zamir refused to consent, content to let the deal 

(which included releases for the Controlled Entities and their principals) tank until ArfdShpigel 

agreed that all proceeds from the buy out would immediately be distributed 60140 to Argelt and 

ZPI without any of the funds being used to fund the operation of the real estate portfolio. Even 

after ArfdShpigel caved in to this extortionate use of Mr. Zamir’s Governance Agreement veto, 

he refused to authorize further negotiations. 

79. Subsequently, a buy-out was negotiated on the court house steps after the majority 

owners of HV I1 LLC and HV 111 LLC commenced an action to removed Harlem Holdings, Mr. 

Zamir, and Mr. Shpigel as the Managers of these two LLCs. Argelt’s 60% share of the reduced 

purchase price was $107,727.04. 

80. In addition to HV 11 and HV 111, Zamir stalled the sales and refinancings of 

several buildings, the proceeds of which were crucial to fund operations and pay for the repairs 

for Academy St. and other buildings. For example, investors had approved Harlem Holdings’ 

recommendation to sell the properties owned by Harlem I, LLC, Harlem 11, and 15 1 st LLC. 

These transactions were originally approved in the first quarter of 2005 and reaffirmed again 
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during the summer of 2005. Zamir had prepared sale packages (a package of summary 

information that is distributed to brokers) on these properties. He had represented to 

ArfdShpigel that these packages had been distributed to brokers and that he had received 

unspecified offers. No offers were ever presented by Zamir to ArfdShpigel for distribution to 

investors. 

8 1. Zamir also stopped providing meaningful and timely financial information 

ArfdShpigel about the Controlled Entities or the Property LLCs. Indeed, Zamir instructed the 

personnel of the Controlled Entities not to respond to requests for information from ArfdShpigel 

or otherwise to follow any instructions given to them by ArfdShpigel. 

82. Zamir also refused to provide ArfdShpigel with meaningful access to the 

business office of the Controlled Entities. On the last occasion when Ms. Arfa arrived at the 

office, she discovered that all the file cabinets had been locked. 

83. On infomation and belief, Zarnir hired new personnel to work for the Controlled 

Entities without the knowledge or consent of ArfdShpigel, as required by the First Amendment 

to the Governance Agreement. 

84. On information and belief Zamir also transferred funds of the Controlled Entities 

without obtaining the consent of ArfdShpigel, as required by the Governance Agreement. 

85 .  During the period August through September 2005, Mor and Perry visited New 

York and repeatedly held themselves out to ArfdShpigel as acting on behalf of various other 

investors in the Property LLLCs. During one of their visits to New York during this period, at 

Perry’s request, Ms. Arfa met with Mor and Perry. At this meeting, Perry and Mor threatened 

Ms. Arfa that Perry would use his position and contacts to ruin her and her family if she did not 

accede to their demands to walk away from the business and portfolio holdings of the Controlled 
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Entities. Also, while in New York, Mor spent substantial amounts of time at the Controlled 

Entities’ office with Zamir. When ArfdShpigel demanded access to the Controlled Entities’ 

office and to financial information relating to the Controlled Entities and the Property LLCs, 

Mor insisted that they should stay out of office so as not to antagonize Zamir and that repeatedly 

represented to ArfdShpigel that Mor and Perry would supervise Zamir and make sure that Zamir 

was carrying out his responsibilities and fulfilling his fiduciary obligations to the investors, the 

Property LLCs, and ArfdShpigel. 

86. In early September 2005, Zamir told Ms. Arfa that: there was no way that they 

could work together, he never worked for her and never would; he did not “give a damn” about 

the investors or any one else and he would only look out for himself; and either she had to come 

up with a number to buy him out or vise versa. After Ms. Arfa indicated that she was not 

interested in a buy out, Zamir repeatedly threatened to wipe out the value of the Controlled 

Entities’ portfolio by interfering with the operations of the buildings and going to the banks and 

causing a complete collapse of the operations. He said that he could accomplish this quickly and 

that he knew he would hurt himself but that he did not care so long as he hurt Ms. Arfa and her 

entire family. When Ms. Arfa told him that he was in violation of the Governance Agreement, 

he responded that she could use the agreement to paper the washroom and that he was not going 

to fight her using lawyers and courts “in [her] world.” Instead, he threatened to fight her in ways 

that she could not, using all means at his disposal. 

87. Ms. Arfa told him that it was fine with her if he left the office and that she would 

come in with her representatives to operate the business and that she would bring in accountants 

to review the finances. Mr. Zamir then invoked the Governance Agreement and stated that Ms. 

Arfa did not have the authority to hire anyone without his consent. 
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88, Ms. Arfa then noted that she was not going to have the Controlled Entities hire 

anyone and that these people would be working for her at her expense. Zamir then became 

enraged and said that if Ms. Arfa dared to bring anyone into the office that he would destroy Ms. 

Arfa, Mr. Shpigel, and their daughter. As he made these threats, he raised his voice and pointed 

his finger repeatedly in Ms. Arfa’s face. Ms. Arfa immediately dropped the subject in an attempt 

to diffuse the situation and drew Mr. Zamir into a discussion regarding the possibility of him 

buying out ArfdShpigel, When Ms. Arfa asked him how he would be able to afford a buy out, 

Zamir told her that he had investors who would put up the money. As they parted company, 

Zamir reiterated his threats and told Ms. Arfa that she had very little time to get back to him. 

89. In late September 2005, a lengthy meeting was held in New York among 

ArfdShpigel, Zamir, Mor, and Perry in an attempt to settle the differences between the parties by 

providing for an amicable parting between ArfdShpigel and Zamir. By the conclusion of that 

meeting, ArfdShpigel believed that a settlement had been reached and that a plan had been put 

into place for an orderly sale of the parties’ real estate portfolio and an accounting of the 

Controlled Entities’ finances so that the interests of the investors would be protected. The only 

loop that needed to be closed was that Zamir was to provide ArfdShpigel, Mor, and Perry with a 

budget so that the operations of the Controlled Entities could be funded during the next several 

months that it would take to sell the properties in the real estate portfolio. 

90. About a week later, Zamir claimed that HMS and AMS had no money, yet he has 

refused to account for what happened to the funds. Specifically, HMS’ closing bank balance 

went from about $225,000 on September 30 to about $1 8,000 on October 3 1, and the AMS 

closing bank balance was about $21,000. 
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H. Zamir Empties the Bank Accounts and Threatens to Destroy the Companies 

91. In a letter dated October 6, 2005, Zamir’s attorneys claimed, without providing 

any supporting documentation, that the Controlled Entities were facing a short-term cash flow 

crisis and that, if a meeting was not held between ArfdShpigel and Zamir to resolve this crisis, 

“Mr. Zamir will have no viable choice but to begin winding down the [Controlled Entities] on 

Monday morning, October 10, to avoid incurring additional . . . debts (and concomitant potential 

personal liabilities), and to send appropriate notices to all the [Controlled Entities’] employees, 

lenders, managed properties and their investors, and other . . . creditors.” 

92. Zamir’s counsel never provided ArfdShpigel’s counsel with docurnentation to 

substantiate his claim of a short-term cash flow crisis. Indeed, in the week preceding this 

ultimatum, the bank account balance for HMS was reduced from approximately $200,000 to 

approximately $1 1,000. On information and belief, Zamir accelerated payments to certain 

creditors from this account in order to create a financial crisis and to increase his negotiating 

leverage in his attempt to wrest control of the Controlled Entities away from ArfdShpigel. 

Moreover, on information and belief, Zamir also unilaterally altered the compensation policies 

and practices for the personnel of the Controlled Entities - selectively repaying officer personnel 

as much as six weeks’ salary and giving them extra days off and vacation days - so that they 

could conveniently not be in the office whenever Ms. Arfa or her attorneys were scheduled to 

come to the office to get information from them. 

93. Zamir also threatened that he would contact the institutional lenders who hold the 

mortgages for the buildings acquired by the various Property LLCs and cause them to declare 

defaults on the mortgages and foreclose and refuse to refinance. As stated above, he admitted 

that his sole reason to do this was to cause ArfdShpigel to sell to him at a discounted price. This 
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is a breach of fiduciary duty at its crassest. 

94. Based on these threats from Zamir and to protect the interests of the tenants and 

the investors, ArfdShpigel commenced this action in an attempt to remove Zamir from 

destroying the parties’ real estate portfolio. 

I.  The Proxy Contest in Israel 

95. After the commencement of this litigation, ArfdShpigel solicited the proxies of 

the Israeli investors to remove Zamir as a Manager of the Property LLCs, and Zamir solicited 

their proxies to remove Mr. Shpigel as a Manager of the Property LLCs. ArfdShpigel traveled 

to Israel in an attempt to meet with any investors who would agree to meet with them. While in 

Israel, they presented the investors with a detailed and comprehensive plain to transition the 

management of the real estate portfolio to themselves and offered to commit significant financial 

resources towards the management operations. ’ 

96. Mr. Zamir remained in New York, but Mor and Perry served as his surrogates 

during the proxy contest. Specifically, Mor and Perry hosted meetings of investors and excluded 

ArfdShpigel and other investors known to be in contact with ArfdShpigel from those meetings. 

Mor and Perry also promised investors that they would personally supervise Mr. Zamir’s 

activities. Finally, Mor and Perry distributed a letter dated October 27,2005, written on Mr. 

Zamir’s New York City letterhead and addressed to the investors (“Zamir Proxy Letter”). 

97. The Zamir Proxy letter contains several false and misleading statements about 

ArfdShpigel. For example, the letter falsely states that ArfdShpigel “without authorization 

committed Harlem Holdings to a $3.1 million loan from Eldan-Tech. Ltd.” This statement is 

false because Zamir not only authorized the Eldan Loan, but he also signed several of the Eldan 

loan documents. Zamir also wrote that he had (‘learned that [ArfdShpigel] are on a notorious list 
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of Housing Here and Now (a tenant’s association and an mi of ACORN) as among the City’s 

2005 ‘100 Worst Landlords”’ and that Zamir “never would have done business with 

[ArfdShpigel] if [he] had know that they were on the list.” This statement is false because, 

according to correspondence ArfdShpigel received from Housing Here and Now, ArfdShpigel’s 

names were put on the “1 00 Worst Landlords” list only recently and only because of their 

affiliation with Zamir, who Housing Here and Now believed was responsible for the problems at 

Academy St. Next, Zamir wrote that Citibank (which holds the mortgages on several of the 

buildings owned by the Property LLCs) would no longer do business with ArfdShpigel and 

would only do business with Zamir, This statement was directly contradicted by a letter from the 

Executive Vice President of Citibank’s Commercial Real Estate Group, who sent the letter after 

being shown the Zamir Proxy Letter. The Citibank letter makes clear that Citibank was 

expressing no preference for either Zamir or ArfdShpigel in the proxy contest and that Citibank 

had not taken the position that ArfdShpigel were “bad” landlords or that Citibank would not do 

business with ArfdShpigel in the future. The letter also stated that Mor and Perry would serve 

along with Zamir as managing members of the Property LLCs and that Zamir would ‘‘run the 

properties without making additional capital calls” because he would “advance the additional 

funds necessary to complete the required renovation work on the buildings,” and he was “in the 

process of arranging financing for this purpose.” As discussed below, Zamir later made 

additional capital calls, never raised any additional financing, and did not advance the funds 

necessary to complete the renovation work on the buildings. 

98. As noted above, Mor and Perry circulated the Zamir Proxy Letter to the Israeli 

investors and vouched for the accuracy of the false and misleading statements contained in it. 

Furthermore, they also conveyed to investors several other false and misleading statements on 
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behalf of Zamir, such as telling them that the replacement of Zamir as Manager of the Property 

LLCs would trigger an event of default under the Citibank mortgages. This statement was also 

disavowed by Citibank in the letter referred to above. Moreover, Mor and Perry also conveyed 

to the investors promises made by Zamir that, if the investors sided with him in the proxy 

contest, he would later compromise or not collect certain receivables owed by the Property LLCs 

to the Controlled Entities. 

99. Based on the false and misleading statements made in the Zamir Proxy Letter, the 

support received by Zamir from Mor and Perry, and the promises made by Zamir to compromise 

or forego collection of certain receivables owed by the Property LLCs to the Controlled Entities, 

most of the Israeli investors in the Intervenor Property LLCs sided with Zamir and against 

ArfdShpigel in the proxy contest, notwithstanding the concrete and well financed proposals 

made by them. Consequently, at the end of October 2005, the requisite number of investors in 

Harlem I, LLC, Harlem 11, LLC, 2000 Davidson Avenue, LLC, 522-536 West 147th Street LLC, 

546-552 West 146th Street LLC, 124th St. LLC, and 162nd/Academy St. LLC voted to remove 

Mr. Shpigel and Harlem Holdings as Managers of their LLCs and to keep Mr. Zamir on as a 

Manager of these LLCs. Notwithstanding the statements in the Zamir Proxy Letter, Mor and 

Perry did not agree to serve as Managers with Zamir. Furthermore, the requisite number of 

investors in 15 1 st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 16 1 st St. LLC voted to remove Zamir and Harlem 

Holdings as Managers of their LLCs and to keep Mr. Shpigel on as a Manager of these LLCs. 

The investors in all these LLCs also voted to terminate immediately their relationships with 

AMS and HMS. 
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J. Zamir Refuses to Transition to Arfa/Shpigel the Management of the Property 
Ownership Entities That Chose to Be Managed by Mr. Shpigel Duriw the Proxy 
Contest 

100. Because all the books and records relating to the Controlled Entities and all the 

Property LLCs were kept at the Controlled Entities’ West 46th Street office and because Zamir 

retained exclusive possession and control over that office, an orderly transition needed to take 

place involving the transfer of books and records relating to 15 1 st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 

161 st St. LLC, so that ArfdShpigel could manage and operate the buildings owned by those 

LLCs. Instead of facilitating such an orderly transfer of management, Zamir repeatedly 

frustrated all attempts to transition the management and operation of these buildings. 

101. First, for approximately one month, Zarnir (in his capacity as an officer of AMs) 

refused to consent to the termination of the AMS agreement with 15 1 st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, 

and 161st St. LLC. The consequence of Zamir’s actions was that the third-party sub-manager 

that performed the back office accounting functions and that billed and collected the rents for the 

buildings managed for these LLCs refused to enter into new agreements with ArfdShpigel to 

perform these services for these LLCs. Thus, these rents could not be timely collected and these 

buildings expenses could not be timely paid. 

102. Second, AMS continued to oversee the collection of the November rents for 15 1 st 

St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC and the payment of their expenses. The third-party 

sub-manager that had been performing the back office functions for 159th St. LLC had 

terminated its relationship with 159th St. LLC effective December 1, due to the sub-manager’s 

refusal to continue working with Zamir. For over a month, Zamir refused to consent to 

transitioning the functions of the former sub-manager to a new sub-manager. Consequently, the 

rents were collected late and the mortgage payments were made late. 
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103. Third, between the time the investors in 151st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st 

St. LLC voted to remove Zamir and the time he finally agreed to transition management of these 

LLCs to ArfdShpigel, he emptied the bank accounts of these LLCs4 and used the fimds to make 

priority payments to AMS and HMS so that these two companies could fund the salaries of 

personnel employed by these two companies. ArfdShpigel never consented to these actions or 

to the decision to continuing using and paying these personnel after the investors voted to 

terminate the agreements between AMS and HMS and the Property LLCs. Consequently, there 

were no funds available to pay these LLCs’ expenses once the management transition to 

ArfdShpigel was completed. 

104. Fourth, Zamir refused to turn over to ArfdShpigel the books and records of 15 1 st 

St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC (collectively, “LLC Books and Records”). On or 

about January 3,2006, Zamir finally turned over what he represented to be all the books and 

records of these LLCs that were in his possession and control. In fact, the only records he turned 

over were old tenant files and apartment leases. Conspicuously missing were: due diligence files 

prepared pre-closing including investor set ups, bank applications, and reports to banks post- 

closing; LLC formation documents; quick book files and bank records; closing files (original 

contract to purchase, closing checklist, closing statement, commission agreements, etc.); 

litigation files; internal management reports and records reflecting the management and 

operation of the building, including without limitation, any and all records specifying the work 

done by HMS or others, the cost to HMS of the work and the amount charge to the buildings; 

DHCR filing records; summons, complaints, and violation notices prior to change in MDR 

The bank balances of these accounts were either zero or negative, notwithstanding the fact that the December 4 

2005 rents had already been collected. 
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filing; back up for any open invoices for work performed by HMS or outside contractors; 

quarterly and annual investor’s reports; files related to refinancing analyses; investors reports 

prepared prior to refinancing; and closing documents and statements. On information and belief, 

all of these records were present at the West 46th St. Office during the summer of 2005. Most of 

these records were finally recovered about a year later when ArfdShpigel successfully obtained 

an order of seizure from this Court requiring that virtually all personal property in the 46th St. 

Office be turned over to ArfdShpigel and/or the temporary receiver of the Controlled Entities. 

Most of these records had recently been scanned into pdf files and placed on a hard drive. To 

this day, however, the back up records for the maintenance work done by HMS has never been 

recovered, conveniently making it virtually impossible to find out whatever happened to the 

124th St. LLC capital call funds. 

1 O S .  Fifth, for approximately one month, HMS personnel who staffed the buildings 

owned by 15 1 st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 16 1 st St. LLC refused to allow ArfdShpigel’s 

personnel to enter and operate these buildings, purportedly on instructions from Zamir. 

106. Once the management transition was finally completed, ArfdShpigel discovered 

that, during the previous three to six months, AMS and HMS had not paid trade creditors for 

vital services being provided to the buildings owned by the Property LLCs, such as fuel. 

ArfdShpigel were never informed by Zamir that these bills had not been paid. As a result of 

Zamir’s failure to pay these bills, several vendors will no longer do business with 15 1 st St. LLC, 

159th St. LLC, and 161 st St. LLC or the buildings owned by the other Property LLCs. 

107. ArfdShpigel also discovered that, unbeknownst to them, Zamir had allowed the 

condition of the buildings owned by 15 1st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st St. LLC (as well as 

the buildings owned by the other Property LLCs) to deteriorate significantly, as evidenced by the 
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number of building code violations. They also discovered that, without their knowledge or 

consent, Zamir had entered into agreements with New York City housing authorities to cure 

building code violations at the buildings owned by 151 st  St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 161st St. 

LLC by certain deadlines, but that Zamir had never notified ArfdShpigel of these agreements. 

Thus, after they took over management of these buildings, these LLCs incurred fines that could 

have been avoided if ArfdShpigel had been made aware of the repair deadlines. 

108. ArfdShpigel also discovered that Zamir had failed to pursue collection actions 

against tenants at the buildings owned by 151st St. LLC, 159th St, LLC, and 161st St. LLC who 

had failed to pay their rents and had permitted vacant apartments in those buildings to remain 

vacant for months without trying to re-let them. 

K. The Citibank and Eldan Foreclosures 

109. The ink on Zamir’s December 2005 pledge to Eldan had not even dried before 

Zamir completely abandoned his management of 158th St. and Academy St. Because in 

December 2005 Mr. Zamir refused to consent to the retention of a new Sub-Manager to bill and 

collect the rents for the buildings owned by Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC, the January, 

February, and March 2006 rents for these buildings were never billed or collected, nor were the 

January, February, or March 2006 mortgage payments for these buildings timely made. These 

actions were taken by Mr. Zamir without notice to Eldan and without Eldan’s prior consent. 

1 10. Throughout January 2006, Eldan repeatedly requested that Zamir step aside as 

Manager of 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC and permit Mr. Shpigel to manage the LLCs in 

light of Zamir’s refusal to manage the LLCs and their respective properties. In January and 

February 2006, Zamir also refused requests from Mr. Shpigel that Academy LLC and 158th St. 

LLC retain real estate counsel to begin negotiating for the sale of Academy St. and 158th St. 
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with the counsel for the buyer identified by Zamir. As a result of Zamir’s refusal to engage real 

estate counsel, the prospective purchaser decided to withdraw its offer to purchase 158th St. and 

Academy St. These actions were taken by Mr. Zamir without notice to Eldan and without 

Eldan’s prior consent. 

1 1 1. On or about February 10 and February 28,2006, Citibank (the mortgagee of the 

properties owned by Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC) commenced mortgage foreclosure 

proceedings against Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC, respectively. On February 15 and 

March 1,2006, this Court signed orders appointing Lawrence A. Mandelker as Citibank’s 

receiver over Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC, respectively. 

1 12. Mr. Mandelker (who is also the receiver over the Controlled Entities) repeatedly 

requested that Zamir hand over to him the books and records of Academy St. LLC and 158th St. 

LLC (collectively, the “Academy StA 58th St, Books and Records”), but Zamir turned over 

virtually nothing to the receiver. 

113. On March 17,2006, Eldan declared the Eldan Loan to be in default and stated its 

intention to foreclose on pledges it held of 100% of the ownership interests in 158th St. LLC and 

Academy St. LLC. Pursuant to an order entered by this Court on April 10,2006, Eldan 

exercised its rights under U.C.C. 5 9-610 and foreclosed on the pledges of the 100% ownership 

interests in 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC. About a week later, after providing the 

requisite notice, Eldan conducted a private U.C.C. sale and sold the 100% ownership interest in 

158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC to an affiliate of ArfdShpigel. Mr. Mandelker 

subsequently turned over to ArfdShpigel the scant materials he had received from Zamir in 

response to his requests for the Academy St./l58th St. Books and Records. ArfdShpigel 

subsequently made repeated demands to Zarnir for the Academy/l58th St. Books and Records, 
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1 14. On April 17,2006, this Court “so-ordered” a stipulation between Citibank and 

158th St. LLC and a stipulation between Citibank and Academy St. LLC resolving the mortgage 

foreclosure actions that had been commenced by Citibank. Both stipulations provided that Mr. 

Mandelker was terminated as Citibank’s receiver over both 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC 

effective April 24,2006. Pursuant to these stipulations and in response to a demand from 

Citibank, ArfdShpigel paid Citibank $165,290.58 for overdue January, February, and March 

2006 mortgage payments owed to Citibank by 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC (“Overdue 

Citibank Mortgage Payments”). ArfdShpigel made these Overdue Citibank Mortgage Payments 

in reliance on Section 1 1 (a) of the Governance Agreement, which required Zamir and/or ZPI to 

reimburse them these payments. 

115. In a letter dated April 26, 2006, the undersigned counsel for ArfdShpigel wrote to 

counsel for ZPI and Zamir demanding reimbursement for the Overdue Citibank Mortgage 

Payments in light of the facts that ArfdShpigel had received no reimbursement from Academy 

St. LLC, 158th St. LLC, or any of the Controlled Entities within the requisite time period 

provided for in Section 1 1 (a) of the Governance Agreement. By letter dated May 1 1,2006, 

counsel for ZPI and Zamir rejected ArfdShpigel’s demand for reimbursement. 

116. On May 3,2006, Mr. Mandelker noticed his motions to settle the Academy St. 

LLC and 158th St. LLC receivership accounts. In his motion papers, Mr. Mandelker noted that 

Mr. Zamir appeared to have diverted money in the tenant security deposit accounts for improper 

purposes and that Zamir had failed to turn over the Academy St./l58th St. LLC Books and 

Records. 
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L. The Buildings Managed by Zamir Are Sold 

1 17. The damage done to the buildings owned by 15 1 st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 

161 st St. LLC by Zamir apparently were not limited to those buildings. ArfdShpigel learned 

from third-party vendors, sub-managers, and New York City building inspectors who serviced 

buildings owned by the Intervenor Property LLCs that the financial and physical condition of 

these buildings had also suffered greatly as a result of Zamir’s willful malfeasance and/or his 

gross negligence. 

11 8. On information and belief, a committee of investors from Israel visited New York 

in January 2006 to assess the damage done to the buildings being managed by Zamir, and these 

investors discovered the same problems with their buildings that ArfdShpigel had discovered 

regarding 151st St. LLC, 159th St. LLC, and 16lst St. LLC. 

1 19. Notwithstanding the statement in the Zamir Proxy Letter that he would not make 

additional capital calls, on or about June 20,2006, Zamir sent out capital call notices to the 

members of all the Intervenor Property LLCs that he was managing. According to those notices, 

these Property LLCs did not have sufficient cash flow to pay all of their operating expenses, real 

estate taxes, and debt service under their current mortgages on a current basis. Zamir requested 

additional capital infusions of hundreds of thousands of dollars, as a result of Zamir’s 

mismanagement of those properties, most or all of which were cash flow positive at the time this 

litigation was commenced in October 2005. ArfdShpigel repeatedly requested material 

information to allow them to decide whether to fund these capital calls, all of which were 

ignored by Zamir. Indeed, in a letter dated August 10,2006, to Zamir’s counsel, the counsel to 

several of the investors in the Intervenor Property LLCs complained that, despite the 

representations in Zamir’s capital call notices that the capital call proceeds would be used to 
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make mortgage payments, “the mortgages were not paid with these additional capital 

contributions and . . . the funds were apparently utilized for other purposes.” Counsel to these 

investors also requested documentation evidencing how the capital call proceeds had been used 

by Zamir. On information and belief, Zamir never provided this requested documentation. 

120. On or about April 20,2006, Zamir entered into a sales contract on behalf of 124th 

Street LLC, West 162nd/Academy St. LLC, 146th St. LLC, 147th St. LLC, Harlem I, LLC, 

Harlem 11, LLC, and Davidson Ave. LLC, to sell the properties owned by these Property LLCs to 

a third-party purchaser for a total purchase price of $53,436,000 ($6,750,000 of which was for 

the properties owned by Davidson Ave. LLC). 

121. On or about June 26,2006, after the purchaser of the properties identified in 

Paragraph 120 above had the opportunity to conduct due diligence, Zamir executed an 

amendment to the sales contract identified in Paragraph 120 above. The amendment provided, in 

relevant part, that: (a) the properties owned by Davidson Ave. LLC would be excluded from the 

sale, and (b) the total purchase price was reduced from $53,436,000 to $43,900,000. Thus, the 

total purchase price of the remaining buildings was reduced by $2,786,000 from $46,686,000. 

122. The purchase prices at which these properties are being sold are significantly 

lower than the fair market value of these properties in 2005, when Zarnir was refusing to consent 

to their sale. The decline in the value of these properties was caused by (i) the softening of the 

real estate market between the time when ArfdShpigel wanted to sell these properties 

notwithstanding Zamir’s refusal to do so and the time the contract to sell them was amended, and 

(ii) Zamir’s mismanagement of these properties, which resulted in significant lower rent rolls and 

cash flow shortages, as evidenced by the June 2006 capital calls. 

123. On August 28,2006, the sales of these properties closed. The monies due to be 
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paid to the Controlled Entities as a result of these closings were a function of the purchase price. 

Thus, the amounts paid to the Controlled Entities were also considerably less than the amounts 

the Controlled Entities would have received had these sales closed in 2005. 

M. Zamir Helps Himself to $1.3 Million of Sales Proceeds and Is Held in Contempt 

124. Virtually immediately after the sales referenced in Paragraph 123 closed, Zamir 

secretly helped himself to $1.3 million from the closing proceeds in order to pay himself for 

services rendered over the past year to the six Property LLCs whose properties were just sold. 

We did so in the absence of an agreement authorizing him to do so and without providing notice 

to the investors, ArfdShpigel, the receiver, or this Court. 

125. On October 26,2006, after Zamir’s counsel admitted that Zamir did not have the 

funds to do so, this Court entered an order requiring Zamir to return the $1.3 million to the 

Property LLCs. In December 2006, Zamir was held in contempt for refusing to comply with the 

Court’s order and return these funds. 

N. Tortious Interference bv Mor, Perry, and Calk 

126. For several months, Mor, Perry, and Calic made defamatory statements to the 

investors in 159th St. LLC and 161st St. LLC and lobbied these investors to remove Mr, Shpigel 

as the Manager of these two LLCs. Furthermore, Mor and Perry made defamatory statements to 

Eldan about ArfdShpigel in order to induce Eldan to cease doing business with them. 

127. Furthermore, the majority investor in 159th St. LLC will not enter into any new 

business relationships with ArfdShpigel as the result of defamatory statements made to him 

about them by Mor, Perry, and Calic. And an investor group managed by, Shimon Bitton, an 

Israeli attorney, abandoned plans to conclude the purchase of a portfolio of several buildings 

with Plaintiffs as the result of the defamatory statements and interference by Mor, Perry, and 
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract Against Zamir - The Governance Agreement) 

128. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 127 as if fully stated herein. 

129. ArfdShpigel, and Zamir is each a party to the Governance Agreement and the 

First Amendment to the Governance Agreement. ArfdShpigel fully performed their material 

obligations under the Governance Agreement, 

130. Zamir has repeatedly and materially breached Sections 2, 3,4, 8, 11, and 14 of the 

Governance Agreement and Sections 1 and 3 of the First Amendment to the Governance 

Agreement by, among othcr things: (a) refusing to govern the Controlled Entities; (b) 

deliberately setting out to disrupt the operations of the Controlled Entities, which are the subject 

of the Agreement; (c) hiring personnel to work for the Controlled Entities and changing the 

compensation practices of Controlled Entities’ personnel without first obtaining the consent of 

ArfdShpigel; (d) transferring funds of the Controlled Entities without first obtaining the consent 

of ArfdShpigel; (e) executing the VRAs without first obtaining the consent of ArfdShpigel; and 

(f) refusing to reimburse ArfdShpigel for 40% of the Overdue Citibank Mortgage Payments. 

13 1. Zamir has also breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing 

contained in the Governance Agreement by seeking in bad faith to prevent performance of the 

Governance Agreement and withholding its benefits from ArfdShpigel and Argelt. 

132. Each of Zamir’s breaches is material and willful and has directly injured each of 

ArfdShpigel in an amount to be determined at trial but which is at least $1 million. 
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract Against Zamir and ZPI- the Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC 

Operating Agreements) 

133. 

134. 

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 132 as if fully stated herein. 

During all relevant times, Argelt and ZPI were members of Academy St. LLC and 

158th St. LLC and had agreed to be bound by the provisions of the operating agreements of these 

two Property LLCs. Mr. Shpigel and Zamir were also parties to the operating agreements of 

these two Property LLCs. Argelt and Mr. Shpigel fully performed their material obligations 

under the Academy St. LLC and 158th St, LLC operating agreements. 

135. Zamir and ZPI have repeatedly and materially breached Section 5.5 of the 

Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC operating agreements by, among other things refusing to 

indemnify ArfdShpigel for 40% the $350K Eldan Payment and the $150K Eldan Payment. 

136. Zamir and ZPI have also breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing contained in the 158th St. LLC and Academy St. LLC operating agreements by seeking 

in bad faith to prevent performance of these agreements and withholding their benefits from 

ArfdShpigel. 

137. Each of Zamir’s and ZPI’s breaches is material and willful and has directly 

injured each of ArfdShpigel and Argelt in an amount to be determined at trial but which is at 

least $200,000. 

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Indemnification Against Zamir and ZPI) 

138. 

139. 

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 137 as if fully stated herein. 

Argelt and ZPI are members of Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC and have 

agreed to be bound by the indemnification provisions of the operating agreements of these two 
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Property LLCs. Mr. Shpigel and Zamir are also parties to the operating agreements of these two 

Property LLCs. 

140. All conditions precedent have been performed by Argelt and ArfdShpigel or have 

occurred. 

141. Mr. Shpigel is entitled to indemnification from ZPI andlor Zamir in the amount of 

40% of $500,000 that he paid or caused to be paid to Eldan for the benefit of 158th St. LLC and 

Academy St. LLC. 

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Fiduciary Duty Against Zamir) 

142. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 141 as if fully stated herein. 

143. Zamir owed and continues to owe the following fiduciary obligations to Plaintiffs: 

a) As a former Manager of Academy St. LLC, Zamir owed a fiduciary duty 

to Academy St. LLCs and to Mr. Shpigel (his co-Manager) during his 

tenure as the Manager of Academy St. LLC; 

b) As a former Manager of Academy St. LLC, Zamir owed a fiduciary duty 

to Argelt, which was a member of Academy St. LLC at the time that 

Zamir was a Manager; 

c) As a Manager of Harlem Holdings, Zamir owes a fiduciary duty to Argelt 

(one of the members of Harlem Holdings) and to ArfdShpigel (his co- 

Managers); 

d) As a Manager and officer of AMs, Zamir owes a fiduciary duty to 

ArfdShpigel (his co-Managers) and to Argelt (one of the members of 

AMS); 
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e) As a Manager and officer of HMS, Zamir owes a fiduciary duty to 

ArfdShpigel (his co-Managers) and to Argelt (one of the members of 

HMS). 

144. By reason of his fiduciary relationships, Zamir owed and owes Plaintiffs the 

highest obligation of good faith, fair dealing, loyalty, and due care. 

145. Zamir violated and breached his fiduciary duties of care, loyalty, reasonable 

inquiry, oversight, good faith and supervision. Zamir breached his fiduciary duties by, among 

other things: (a) through his incompetence and gross negligence refusing to carry out his 

responsibilities as a Manager of the Controlled Entities and Academy St. LLC; (b) setting out to 

destroy the functioning of the entities to which he is (and was) an officer and Manager so that he 

could benefit personally - to wit by causing a severe diminution of the value of the assets of 

these entities, thereby permitting third-party buyers to purchase them at a substantial discount 

and by improperly diverting funds from those entities; (c) withholding financial information 

about these entities from the other officers, fiduciaries, and owners who have (or had) a right to 

such information; (d) causing HMS to use monies collected from one or more Property LLCs 

(including 124th St. LLC) for the benefit of other Property LLCs or for the benefit of himself 

and/or other contractors that failed to perform repairs and renovations that they were 

contractually obligated to perform for the properties owned by the Property LLCs; (e) using rents 

collected from one or more Property LLCs first to repay monies owed by those entities to AMS 

and HMS and before paying the mortgages, taxes, and third-party creditors of the Property 

LLCs; (f) as a result of gross negligence and/or vindictive spite allowing the physical condition 

of the properties in the parties’ real estate portfolio to deteriorate by failing to perform necessary 

renovations and repairs and refusing to tell Plaintiffs about this deterioration; (g) as a result of 
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gross negligence and/or vindictive spite, allowing the payables of the Controlled Entities and the 

Property LLCs to increase significantly without informing Plaintiffs of the increase in these 

payables and the lack of sufficient cash flow to pay them; (h) as a result of gross negligence 

and/or spite, allowing receivables due to the Property LLCs to remain uncollected without 

informing Plaintiffs that these receivables were not being collected; and (i) during the proxy 

contest, promising to compromise or not collect certain receivables owed to the Controlled 

Entities by the Property LLCs. These breaches were wanton, willful, and malicious. 

146. As a direct and proximate result of Zamir’s failure to perform his fiduciary 

obligations, Plaintiffs have sustained significant damages. As a result of the misconduct alleged 

herein, Zamir is liable to Plaintiffs in an amount to be determined at trial but that is no less than 

$1,000,000. 

147. Plaintiffs are entitled to compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial. 

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Fraud Against Zamir-- Academy St. Transaction) 

148. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 147 as if fully stated herein. 

149. Upon information and belief, prior to the acquisition of Academy by Harlem 

Holdings, Zamir deliberately, intentionally, and repeatedly misrepresented to ArfdShpigel the 

physical condition of Academy St. and the cost of renovating and repairing Academy. 

150. ArfdShpigel only learned the true extent of the physical condition of Academy 

St. and the costs to repair and renovate Academy St. several months after the closing of the 

acquisition of Academy St. 

15 1. Upon information and belief, Zamir’s representations as to the physical condition 
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of Academy St. and the costs to repair and renovate Academy St. were false and known by 

Zamir to be false when he made them. 

1 52. Upon information and belief, Zamir deliberately misrepresented the physical 

condition of Academy St. and the costs to repair and renovate Academy St. in order to induce 

ArfdShpigel to approve the acquisition of Academy. 

153. ArfdShpigel were unaware that the misleading and inaccurate representations 

made by Zamir as to the physical condition of Academy St. and the costs to repair and renovate 

Academy St, ArfdShpigel reasonably relied upon these misleading and inaccurate statements 

when they approved the acquisition of Academy St. 

154. By reason of the foregoing, Zamir has defrauded ArfdShpigel, resulting in 

damages to ArfdShpigel in an amount to be determined at trial but that is at least $1,000,000. 

155, Zamir’s misrepresentations were wanton, willful, and malicious. 

156. Plaintiffs are entitled to compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial. 

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Tortious Interference With Contract Against Zamir, Mor, Perry, and Calic- The Property 

LLCs Operating Agreements) 

157. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 156 as if fully stated herein. 

158. The defamatory statements made and actions taken by Zamir, Mor, Perry, and 

Calic during the proxy contest concerning the management and operation of the Property LLCs 

constituted wrongful interference with the contractual relations of Mr. Shpigel with the Property 

LLCs he was managing. 

159. Zamir’s, Mor’s, Perry’s, and Calic’s misrepresentations were wanton, willful, and 

malicious. 
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160. Mr. Shpigel is entitled to compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000. 

SEVENTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty Against Mor and Perry) 

16 1. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 160 as if fully stated herein. 

162. Mor and Perry volunteered to supervise Zamir in the exercise of the his fiduciary 

duties both before and after the proxy contest. 

163. On information and belief, Mor and Perry knew that Zamir was breaching his 

fiduciary duties and substantially assisted him in carrying out and/or concealing those breaches. 

164. As a direct and proximate result of Mor and Perry aiding and abetting Zamir’s 

breach of his fiduciary duties, Plaintiffs have sustained significant damages. As a result of the 

misconduct alleged herein, Mor and Perry are liable to Plaintiffs in an amount to be determined 

at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000. 

165. Plaintiffs are entitled to compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial. 

EIGTHTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Tortious Interference With Prospective Economic Advantage Against Mor, Perry, and 

Calic) 
166. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 165 as if fully stated herein. 

167. At all times relevant hereto, Mr. Shpigel had business relationships with the 

investors in 159th St. LLC and 161st St. LLC, and ArfdShpigel had business relationships with 

Eldan, the majority investor in 159th St. LLC, and an investor group managed by Shimon Bitton. 

Mor, Perry, and Calic knew of ArfdShpigel’s business relationships as described 168. 

herein and intentionally and maliciously interfered with those relationships through improper, 

unfair, and dishonest means for the sole purpose of harming ArfdShpigel. 
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169. Mor’s, Perry’s, and Calic’s tortious conduct, described herein, was morally 

culpable and/or prompted by evil and reprehensible motives. 

170. As a direct and proximate result of Mor’s, Perry’s, and Calic’s tortious 

interference, ArfdShpigel have sustained significant damage to their business, client 

relationships, and reputations. As a result of the misconduct alleged herein, Mor, Perry, 

Calic are liable to ArfdShpigel in an amount to be determined at trial but that exceeds 

$1,000,000. 

a 

d 

17 1. 

determined at trial. 

Plaintiffs are entitled to Compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be 

NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Declaratory Judgment Against Zamir and ZPI) 

172. 

173. 

174. 

Plaintiffs repeat and reallege Paragraphs 1 to 17 1 as if fully stated herein. 

This is a ripe controversy that can be adjudicated by the Court. 

ArfdShpigel are entitled to a judgment declaring that they are entitled to 

indemnification under Section 5.5 of the Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC operating 

agreements for the $350K Eldan Payment, the $150K Eldan Payment, and any payments made 

under the Shpigel-Eldan Guaranty or any additional payments made to Eldan in consideration for 

Eldan’s forbearing on the collection of the Eldan Loan. 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs demand a judgment: (i) on their First Cause of Action against 

Zamir for compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial but that exceeds 

$1,000,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and costs, as provided for by the 

Governance Agreement and applicable law; (ii) on their Second Cause of Action against Zamir 

and ZPI for compensatory damages in an amount to be determined at trial but that exceeds 
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$200,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and costs, as provided for by applicable law; 

(iii) on their Third Cause of Action against Zamir and ZPI for indemnification in the amount of 

$200,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and costs, as provided for by applicable law; 

(iv) on their Fourth Cause of Action against Zamir for compensatory damages and punitive 

damages in an amount to be determined at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000, prejudgment 

interest, and attorneys’ fees and costs, as provided for by applicable law; (v) on their Fifth Cause 

of Action against Zamir for compensatory damages and punitive damages in an amount to be 

determined at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and 

costs, as provided for by applicable law declaratory judgment; (vi) on their Sixth Cause of 

Action against Zamir, Mor, Perry, and Calic for compensatory damages and punitive damages in 

an amount to be determined at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000, prejudgment interest, and 

attorneys’ fees and costs, as provided for by applicable law; (vi;) on their Seventh Cause of 

Action against Mor and Perry for compensatory damages and punitive damages in an amount to 

be determined at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and 

costs, as provided for by applicable law; and (viii) on their Eighth Cause of Action against Mor, 

Perry, and Calk for compensatory damages and punitive damages in an amount to be determined 

at trial but that exceeds $1,000,000, prejudgment interest, and attorneys’ fees and costs, as 

provided for by applicable law; (ix) on their Ninth Cause of Action against Zamir and ZPI a 

declaratory judgment that ArfdShpigel are entitled to indemnification under Section 5.5.  of the 

Academy St. LLC and 158th St. LLC operation agreements for the $350K Eldan Payment, the 

$150K Eldan Payment, and any payments made under the Shpigel-Eldan Guaranty or any 

additional payments made to Eldan in consideration for Eldan’s forbearing on the collection of 
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the Eldan Loan; and (x) such other relief as to the Court seems fair and just. 

Dated: New York, New York 
January 23,2008 

Respectfully submitted, 

SCHLAM S T 6  DOLAN LLP 

David 

21 2-344-5400 
Attorneys for  Plaintij j  Rachel L. Arfa, 
Alexander Shpigel, Argell, LLC, and 552- 
562 Academy Street LLC 
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VERIFICATION 

COUNTY OF NEW Y O N  ) 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 

Rachel L. Arfa, being duly sworn, deposes and says that she is one of the 

Plaintiffs herein, and that she has read the foregoing Verified Second Amended 

Complaint, and that it is true to her own knowledge except as to matters alleged upon 

information and belief, and as to those matters she believes it to be true. The source of 

her knowledge includes communications with her co-plaintiffs and other individuals and 

review of the file in this matter. 

U Rachel L. Arfa 

to before me this 
day of January, 2008 

ANDREW L. SCHWAB 
Notary Public, State of New YMk 

No. 028(=4758045 
Qualified in Nassau County 

Commlssion Explres June 30,201 1 
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VERIFICATION 

e .  

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 

Rachel L. Arfa, on behalf of Argelt, LLC, acting as its Manager, being duly sworn, 

deposes and says that Argelt is a plaintiff herein, that she has read the foregoing Verified Second 

Amended Complaint, on behalf of Argelt and that it is true to her own knowledge except as to 

matters alleged upon information and belief, and as to those matters she believes them to be true. 

The source of her knowledge includes communications with other individuals and her review of 

the file in this matter. 

ARGELT LLC 

/-A Rachel L. Arfa 

S w p  to before me this a day of January, 2008 

ANDRRN L. S W A B  
Notary Public, State of New YO& 

No. 02S04758045 
QudMed in Nassau Coum 

Commission Explres June 30,201 1 
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VERIFICATION 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 

Alexander Shpigel, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is one of 

the Plaintiffs herein, and that he has read the foregoing Verified Second Amended 

Complaint, and that it is true to his own knowledge except as to matters alleged upon 

information and belief, and as to those matters he believes it to be true. The source of his 

knowledge includes communications with his co-plaintiffs and other individuals and 

review of the file in this matter. 

Alexander Shpigel 
. 

Notary Public 

ANDREW L. SCHWA6 
Notary Public, State of W ykk 

No. 02SC4758045 
QualiAed in Nawau cowlrty 

Commission Wres June 90,2011 
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VERIFICATION 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK ) 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 
) ss.: 

Alexander Shpigel, on behalf of 552-562 Academy Street, LLC (“Academy St. LLC”), 

acting as its Manager, being duly sworn, deposes and says that Academy St. LLC is a plaintiff 

herein, that he has read the foregoing Verified Second Amended Complaint, on behalf of 

Academy St. LLC and that it is true to his own knowledge except as to matters alleged upon 

information and belief, and as to those matters he believes them to be true. The source of his 

knowledge includes communications with other individuals and his review of the file in this 

matter. 

552-562 ACADEMY STREET LLC 

B y Y  Alexander Shpige 

before me this 
ay of January, 2008 

Notary Public 

ANDREW L. SCHWAB 
Notary Public, State of New York 

NO. 02SC4756045 
Qualified in Nassau County 

Commission Expires June 30,201 1 
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I '  
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

STATE OF NEW YORK ) 

COUNTY OF NEW YORK) 
) ss.: 

REBECCA E, CARAVAGLIO, being duly sworn, deposes and states: 

I am over 18 years of age, I am not a party to the within action, and I reside in New York, 

New York. 

On January 23,2008, I served a true and complete copy of Plaintiffs' VERIFIED SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT upon: 

John Van Der Tuin, Esq. 
BALBER PICKARD BATTISTONI 
MALDONADO & VAN TER TUIN 
1370 Avenue of the Americas 
New York, NY 100 19 

Eric B. Levine, Esq. 
WOLF HALDENSTEIN ADLER FREEMAN 
& HERZ LLP 
270 Madison Avenue 
New York, NY 100 16 

(2 12) 246-2400 (212) 545-5400 

Lawrence A. Mandelker, Esq. 
c/o KANTOR, DAVIDOFF, WOLFE, 
MANDELKER & KASS, P.C. 
51 East 42nd Street 

Mark A. Berman, Esq. 
GANFER & SHORE, LLP 
360 Lexington Avenue, 14Ih F1. 
New York, NY 100 17 

New York, NY 10017 
(212) 682-8383 

(212) 455-2000 

Mark G. Cunha, Esq. 
SIMPSON THACHER & BARTLETT LLP 
425 Lexington Avenue 
New York, New York 10017 
(212) 455-2000 

by causing the above mentioned documents to be delivered by placing the document in a postage 

paid, sealed FEDERAL EXPRESS - NEXT BUSINESS DAY DELIVERY envelope and 

depositing that envelope into a FEDERAL EXPRESS OFFICIAL MAIL DEPOSITORY, 

causing the envelope to be delivered to the above-named 

REBECCA E. CARAVAGLIO 
Sworn to before me this 
23d day of January 2008 

BENNElTE 0. KRAMER 
Notary Public, State of New  YO^ 

No. 2447614P3 
Qualified in K i w s  + - -  - y 

Commission Expires f v l ~  LI'I ~ 0 , 2 0 / b  
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SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW' 

RACHEL L. ARFA, ALEXANDER SHPIGEL, ARGELT, 
LLC and 552-562 ACADEMY STREET, LLC, 

PI aintifs, 
-ugainst- 

GADI ZAMIR, ZAMIR PROPERTIES, INC., ELI MOR, 
JACOB PERRY, and ILAN CALK, 

Defendants. 

546-552 WEST 146TH STREET LLC, 522-536 WEST 
147TH STREET LLC, WEST 162ND AND ACADEMY 

PACKAGE LLC, HARLEM I LLC, HARLEM I1 LLC, and 
2000 DAVIDSON AVE. LLC, 

STREET LLC, 100- 102 EAST 124TH STREET 

Intervenors-Defendants/Counterulaim PluintiflYCross- 
Claim Plaintgfi, 

RACHEL L. AKFA and ALEXANDER SHPIGEL, 8 ,  ' ' 

Counterclaim- Defendants, 

GADI ZAMIR, WORLDWIDE MANAGEMENT GROUP, 
LLC, HARLEM HOLDINGS, LLC and AMELITE 
MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC,, 

Cross-Claim- Defendants. 

MINTZ, LEVlN, COHN, FERRIS, GLOVSKY & POPEO, 
P.C., 

lntet-venor-Plaint@ 

-against- 

546-552 WEST 146TH STREET LLC, 522-536 WEST 
147TH STREET LLC, WEST 162ND AND ACADEMY ,, 

PACKAGE LLC, HARLEM I LLC, and HARLEM 11 LLC, 
STREET LLC, 100- I02 EAST 124TH STREET 

Intervenors-De~~ndants. 
I 
W 
9 

IRK: PART 53 
Index No.: 05l603602 
(Ramos, J.) 

VERIFIED SECOND 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 

SCHLAM STONE & DOLAN LLP 
26 Broadway 

New York, New York 10004 

Attorneys for Plaintvfs Rachel L. Arfcr, Alexander Shpigel, 
Argelt, LLC, and 552-562 Academy Street LLC 

(2 12) 344-5400 
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